
2018-2021 Title II AEFLA Grant Application Questions 
 

 Q1. Page 27, of the RFP explanations, number 9 lists documents required for the RFP 
including MOU with local Workforce Development Board. Will a regional MOU be 
acceptable for the RFP rather than an MOU with the local WDB? 

A. No, the MOU must be between the local Title II provider and the Local Workforce 
Development Board.  

 

Q2. Is it also required that the CCR/Basic Skills Director sign the MOU? 

A. Yes, it is required. 

 

Q   Q3. Page 9 of the same document., “Post Review” section states applicants will receive the 
consensus comments and score; however, page 12 states that a summary review will be 
made available upon written request. Which procedure is 
correct? 
A. Both procedures are correct. A summary review will include scores on each item rather than a total 
overall score.  

 

Q4. Page 16 defines IET, its components, and contextual curriculum/objectives are 
required. Are CCR-community college providers permitted to pay a college occupational 
instructor for hours/time collaborating with a CCR instructor in order to develop the CCR-
IET contextual curriculum and objectives for the occupationally related CCR curriculum and 
objectives? 

A. Yes. Be sure to describe in the narrative and include in the budget.  

 

Q5. Where in the Title II RFP budget proposal is professional development to be included?   

A. Professional development should be included under line items for administrative as well as 
travel. 

 

Q6. Since the community colleges’ CCR program data for the RFP is from 2016-17, the 
personnel listed in this chart would also be from the 2016-17 year, correct?  

A. Yes. 

 

Q7. As this is no longer the “Civics Grant” of the past, has the population to be served 
shifted to include ELLs in ABE?  Or just those in ESL as has been in the past? 

A. Students served in the program must have an initial ESL placement.  
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Q8. Is there a preference for categorizing teachers with multiple certifications? 

A. Applicants should list the number personnel with certifications. Do not report personnel 
multiple times, even if they hold multiple certifications.  

 

Q9. Where should teachers with graduate degrees be listed?  

A. Graduate degrees should be listed under the Adult Education Certification column if the 
degree is in education, or a subject that is taught in the Basic Skills program. 

 
Q10. Can you provide examples on how to group the text books by type? Would it be sufficient to 
group the books by program (ABE and ESL)?  

A. Please refer to the budget example provided during the Bidders’ Conference. Yes, it is 
sufficient to group books by program. Items must be specified on the planning budget. 
Remember, this is a planning budget and should be based upon your best-informed 
projections.  

 

Q.11. Can we add a citation page or bibliography at the end of the narrative(s) instead of 
including citations within the body of the answers given that we are restricted to 500 
words or 3500 characters? 

A. Yes.   

 

Q12. We have a current MOU with our workforce development board. However, it will 
expire later this year. Will this suffice since it will be current/effective at the time of the 
application submissions? 

A. Yes, you may submit your current MOU, but it must be signed by the Title II 
representative.  

  

Q13. Describe how the program will be responsive to the regional needs of the ELL population 
as identified by the LWDB. 

A. Use data and current practices to answer the question to the best of your ability.  

 

Q14. We can’t find the Narrative section to use for the AEFLA Grant Application section. 
Last year’s AEFLA grant application had a Narrative section that we downloaded from the 
Moodle portal to answer each of that section’s questions. 

A. The narrative section only provides directions about how to complete the narrative 
requirements. Unlike last year, applicants will not find an attachment with narrative 
questions for any of the AEFLA grants. The questions for each of the narratives should be 
retrieved from the questions sections of the AEFLA grant packet. This is not a portal 
malfunction. For security purposes, the questions were not attached in Word format.  Each 
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applicant's narrative should be completed in a MS Word document and saved in a PDF. Per 
the portal directions, the narrative is one of the documents that are to be included in the PDF 
upload.  

 

Q17. We also could not open any of the red folders on the right. The cursor indicated we 
could open the red folders but when we clicked on those folders, they did not open. 

A. Applicants should not use the navigation pane located on the right hand-side of the page. 

To access documents, applicants must click on the specified links within the Moodle site.   
 

 


